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A new spontaneous-symmetry-breaking mechanism is formulated for SU(31, which is 
used to describe the formation of bags around quarks.  The Higgs field is replaced by the 
scalar product of two colored fermion fields.  This model gives mass only to one gluon 
(equivalent to A~~)  when sponkaneously broken.  The consequences of this scheme are 
discussed, and it is argued that it can explain several puzzling high-energy  heavy-ion 
experiments. 
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Various attempts have been made to describe 
quark confinement as  a mechanism that is analo- 
gous to superc~nductivity.~-~  This analogy Comes 
about as  follows.  The Lagrangian describing 
superconductivity is invariant under local phase 
changes of  the electron field.  However,  the 
ground state, which is a Cooper-pair  condensate, 
is not.  This generates an effective-mass term 
for a photon inside the supercond~ctor.~  This 
parallel is realized either phenomenologically, 
by introducing spontaneous symmetry breaking 
(SSB) ,  which is equivalent to the phenomenologi- 
cal description of  superconductivity by the Lan- 
dau-Ginzburg theory; or, on a more fundamental 
level, by dynamical symmetry breaking (DSB)  ,6-l1 
copying the BCS theory.  Both ways to attack the 
problem have their justifications.  Phenomeno- 
logical models, in general,  give more physical 
insight and need less theoretical assumptions, 
but they usually suffer from being nonrenormal- 
izable.  We propose in this work a model which 
must be regarded as  phenomenological in its 
present state. 
We want to  formulate a SSB mechanism which 
takes into account our interpretation of  the Higgs 
particle as  being a bound  state of  two f ermions. 
This is also the point of  view adopted by the tech- 
nicolor models.12  However, in contrast to these 
models we will use SSB instead of  DSB.  The eas- 
iest way to do this is to replace @(X)  by 
where ~(x)  transforms under the fundamental 
representation of  the gauge group.  We want to 
emphasize that our model can be formulated 
equally well with boson fields instead of  fermion 
fields, as  long as  they transform under the funda- 
mental representation, i.e.,  only the color de- 
gree of  freedom is essential.  We also replace 
(vacl @(x)l  vac) ;t  0 by 
We  hope that this crude Ansntz will describe 
adequately all those features which depend only 
on the color degree of  freedom and are  insensi- 
tive to the precise internal structure of  the 
"  Cooper pair."  The assumption of  a fermion 
condensate,  i.e.,  of  (Z),  is the SU(3) equivalent 
of  chiral symmetry breaking.13  As @(X)  is a 
scalar field, the vacuum will be a color scalar 
even after SSB in contrast to the situation in, 
e.g.,  the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg  model.  We 
modify the kinetic energy term in the standard 
Higgs Lagrangian, 
to introduce a coupling to the gauge fields: 
Lxx  =IX(~,,-~~T~A~)~/~+P~[X~/~-A/X~~~. 
Adding to Eq. (3) the QCD Lagrangian and a quark- 
Higgs-coupling  term we get our model Lagrang- 
ian: 
L(%)  =:{-~A,,~"A~~~  +  ,  %t(~,,Yp  +g~~A,~y,,-nl,)S,  + IX(~,-~~T"A,~)~/~+  p21~X1  2-~I~X14 
I=u,  d,... 
-zf,.k,*ixx  [ + ~x(x)l):.  (5) 
1 
The main idea for the use of  SSB is the following.  We believe that there exists a complete,  renor- 
malizable,  canonical field theory showing the phenomenon of  dynamical symmetry breaking (DSB). 
However,  there is still no comprehensive theory to describe DSB.  Therefore we use the semiclassical 
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theory of SSB instead as  an effective theory.  This 
mixture of  quantum-mechanical and classical 
ideas shows up in Eq.  (5).  In the DSB scheme 
LAX)  would be essential because it describes the 
dynamics of  the X field.  In the SSB scheme 
(which is a kind of low-energy approximation) it 
is replaced by the effective Higgs potential,  i.e., 
the term Lx(x) is neglected (we therefore en- 
closed it in brackets).  Jx~T~A,  5  1'  is an effec- 
tive second-order interaction term. 
To discuss the consequences of  (5) we start by 
explaining how  (5) can lead to the creation of 
bags.  What one does in SSB is to minimize the 
vacuum expectation value (VEV) of  the Higgs po- 
tential with respect to the physical vacuum  I vac) , 
as  opposed to the pertubative vacuum 10)  for 
which  (01  Q,  0)=0.  This means that in a situation 
where real quarks are actually present one has 
to include the additional term 
in  the vacuum energy functional.  For most mod- 
els using SSB the fermions are massless in the 
beginning.  Then tbe term (6) vanishes because 
*~r\k '0  for massless spinor fields.  However, in 
our model the quarks are  initially massive, and 
therefore the term (6) contributes.  Also, the 
coupling constants f,  must be chosen very large 
in order to give a high mass to a single quark 
without a surrounding bag in the physical vacuum. 
When we set (vacl :EX  :I vac) =P, the VEV of  the 
Higgs potential reads 
For  a! (X)  > (3)3'2(p3/7rk)  there is a single minimum 
of  V,  at p =0, and the symmetry remains unbro- 
ken.  As already indicated in (7)  the space depen- 
dence of  a  (X)  leads to a space dependence of  p(x) 
depicted schematically in Fig. 1.  This figure 
shows a qualitative guess guided by the work of 
Goldflam and Wilets, and many other works (Ref. 
14 and references therein).  It shows how  quan- 
tum-mechanical fluctuations give rise to a transi- 
tion region with a width denoted by  Y in Fig. 1. 
The difference between V,,  inside and outside of 
the bag leads to a bag pressure 
The nonvanishing VEV which causes the SSB in 
our model is (with use of  hats to mark operators) 
FIG. 1.  The creation of  quark bags by  the prevention 
of  SSB (Y denotes the width of  the transition  region) . 
We set 
2 =xo  +5 with (vacl :t :  I vac) =O.  (9) 
X and  differ in the states with respect to  which 
they are normal ordered.  We parametrize this 
difference as  f ollows: 
(X - i)l  vac) =x,l  vac) .  (10) 
In the spirit of  SSB we set 
with a parametrization subject to the condition 
In the arbitrariness of  ff, B, and y, the gauge in- 
variante shows up.  With Eq. (ll), the gluon- 
mass matrix 
acquires one nonvanishing eigenvalue: 
Det(M2-A I)  =i7(h  -$g2p2)  =0.  (14) 
Thus seven gluons remain massless and one gluon 
acquires the mass  in,  = (>r<)V2gp. The usual es- 
sential ingredient of  the Higgs mechanism is that 
this result does not depend on the choice of  ff, B, 
and  in Eq.  (11).  Setting cr =@  =O  and y =1,  we 
See that the massive gluon is gauge equivalent to 
A,.  (Only TE  =$X,  has a nonvanishing 3,3 com- 
ponent .) 
It has been argued by DeRujula,  Giles, and 
Jaffell (RGJ)  that massive gluons can be uncon- 
fined, although they did not give a strict proof  of 
this conjecture.  In the following we shall carry 
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fore doing so we want to stress one major differ- 
ence between the model of  RGJ and our work.  In 
Ref. 11 all gluons become massive and decon- 
fined.  Hence,  if  a qq pair is pulled apart, no 
string builds up and the quarks can be separated. 
In our model solely the AP8  gluon gets deconfined. 
Therefore, a string will be formed by  the other 
seven gluons [ which include an unbroken SU(2) 
subgroup].  Thus quarks are expected to remain 
confined (Fig. 2).  According to Fig. 1  the AP8 
gluons are massive only near the edge of  and out- 
side of  the bag, rn,(x) -  p(x).  The equation for 
the timelike component of  the color field is 
[V2  -rn.2(x)]~,O(x)  (15) 
where 
We are looking for static solutions and have 
therefore absorbed all nonlinearities in the color- 
charge density ~,(x).  Integrating over the bag 
volume V and using the bag boundary  condition 
for the gluon field leads to 
The gluon-mass term then leads to a bag energy 
term of  the form [ See Eq.  (8)l 
(B stands for the bag constant, so  that BV is the 
volume energy of  the bag).  As V will be essen- 
tially proportional to the surface of  the bag we 
set B/v2I3  =o.  The minimization of  E with re- 
spect to V leads then to 
V -  (~~~/rn  ,2u~)3'5  + .  .  . .  (20) 
The dots indicate that we have neglected the 
whole internal dynamics which will show up,  for 
example,  as  Fermi pressure due to the quarks. 
Assuming a2m, to be sufficiently small we pre- 
dict the Q,-charged bags to be heavy,  large in 
size, and pref erably def ormed, as  f or a bag of 
given volume V the value of  o gets bigger,  and 
thus E smaller, if the bag is deformed.  (RGJ 
assumed E to be of  the order of  10 GeV.) 
Because the volume of  the color-charged bag is 
made large by  the gluons there are many unoc- 
cupied,  lav-energy quark states in it.  Therefore 
a color-charged bag can reduce its mass by 
"  swallowing" normal nucleons,  gaining about one 
BV(nuc1) per nucleon (i.e.,  the volume energy per 
nucleon bag) in the process.  Hence such charged 
Obvious1~, bags with  Q8z0  seem  to be possible,  bags  should be produced  rnost  easily  in  a nuclear 
in particular those containing only one Az  gluon.  surrounding. 
Thus AaP gluons are expected to be unconfined.  Let us notice that there is a severe objection to 
According to Eq.  (17), the unbalanced Q,  charge  the mechanism of  RGJ put forward by Ge~rgi.'~ 
is concentrated at the edge of  the bag.  Let us de-  RGJ had to assume that the VEV of  the Higgs field 
note by  that part of  the bag volume in which  is extremely small.  However,  under this condi- 
m,(x) PO.  Then the potential necessary to pro-  tion quantum-mechanical fluctuations might easily 
duce a given charge is  inversely proportional to  dynamically restore the spontaneously broken 
and m,':  symmetry.  In our scheme the big mass for color- 
FIG, 2.  Quark confinement in our model compared 
with quark unconfinement in the work of  RGJ. 
charged bags is mainly produced by  the small- 
ness of  the transition region.  Therefore we do 
not have to assume that the VEVp itself is very 
small. 
As argued by RGJ, bags with nonvanishing color 
charge might be produced by  cosmic rays or in 
experiments at very pmerful accelerators.  As 
discussed above it costs less energy to produce 
a color-charged bag in nuclear surroundings, 
i.e.,  to produce a Q,-charged  bag composed of 
several hadrons instead of  a single one.  In ad- 
dition, in a heavy-ion collision the energy of  all 
the nucleons building this large, color-charged 
bag could add up collectively.  We therefore argue 
that high-energy heavy -ion collisions are a good 
place to look for such color-excited states. 
In fact, there are several yet unexplained re- 
sults of  heavy-ion experiments which could be VOLUME  50, NUMBER  26  PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS  27 JUNE 1983 
understood in the light of our model. 
First, there is the effect of  reduced mean free 
path (rnfp) of  secondaries produced in heavy-ion 
collisions.  Friedlander et a1.16  claim that they 
have to assume that a small fraction of  the sec- 
ondary particles produced by a 2-GeV/u  56Fe 
beam in nuclear emulsion have drastically en- 
larged cross sections.  These results have been 
confirmed by an independent group17 which re- 
ports also an energy threshold between 1 and 2 
GeV/u  for this process.  The Same effect is also 
Seen for other projectile particles and different 
energies.16' las  l9 Finally, a "memory effect" has 
lI  been reported,16 i.e.,  anomalous"  secondaries 
have an enhanced probability to produce "anoma- 
lous"  tertiaries, and so On.  A  completely differ- 
ent analysislg of  the same and additional raw data 
suggests that a certain fraction of  all stars pro- 
duced in the nuclear emulsion corresponds to a 
temperature raised be a factor of  4 over that of 
<I normal"  stars.  These experiments can be qual- 
itatively explained if  one assumes that in a cer- 
tain fraction of  these high-energy heavy-ion col- 
lisions Q8-charged bags are produced.  These 
would have an increased cross section leading to 
the short-mfp effect. Those stars  in which the ex- 
cited states are  produced would correspond to the 
"hot"  stars of  Ref.  19. 
We note that there have been proposed other 
mechanisms of  color excitation to explain the 
short- mfp effect.  These suggestions form two 
main groups.  Either they investigate purely in- 
ternal excitationsZ0  (these models have problems 
in explaining the long lifetime of  the anomalous 
fragments), or they assume the existente of  Open 
color and fractionally charged baryons.'ll  22  Let 
us stress once again that our model does not pre- 
dict Open triplet-charge color (i.e.,  red, green, 
or blue), but only a special type of  color-octet 
charge unique to Su(3).  Furthermore, the quarks 
are still confined in our model and no fractional 
charges appear.  This is  very important in the 
light of  some recent experimental and theoretical 
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